













































































































It is true that 111 11 What is the value of
101

3333 6666 7t
101 303

We have

73 t 6360 3 1 2x

5 11

55
Ann has the square sheet of paper shown By cutting
along lines of the square she produces copies of the
shape shown What is the smallest possible number of cells
she can leave unused

Suppose she cuts a shape From the corner

orientation doesn't matter since we could rotate
or flip the paper
It is impossible to use the two squares in
the upper left
If she uses the next space along the best

X x that can be done is 4 squares unused
If she doesn't use that space then

note that it is impossible to use every
space in the upper right block of 4















































































































So there must be at least 3 spaces

X unused
If she doesn't use any corner spaces
then there must be at least 4 spaces

unused the corners themselves So the answer is 4
Roo wants to tell Kanga a number whose digits have
a product of 24 What is the sum of the digits of
the smallest number Roo could choose

The smallest such number is 38 with 3 8 11

There are five Families living in my road Which of the
following could not be the mean number of children per
Family that live there

A 0.2 B 1.2 C 2 2 D 2 4 E 2.5

The mean number of children is Ms for some NEW
We have

0.2 1 5
1 2 6 5
2 2 16 5
2 4 17 5

But 2.5 as n 5 2.5 12.5 so E is impossible

Nicky and Rachel stand on opposite sides of a circular
Fountain They then start to run at a constant speed
clockwise round the Fountain Nicky's speed is 918 of Rachel's
speed How many circuits has Rachel completed when Nicky
catches up with her for the First time














































































































Nicky's speed is 9 8 of Rachel's speed so

II S p
assai

To catch Rachel Nicky has to gain half a

R lap We have Igx4 so it will take

4 laps
The positive integers y and z satisfy 2cg 14

YZ 10 and 2C2 35 What is the value of octyt Z
We have

Xy 14 x 11
yand y 2 to z If

so xz 35
14g Ey 35

y2 14035

4

y 2 know y is positive
2 7 2 5

So atyt 2 7 2 t 5 14
Olivia and a friend are playing a game of battleships
on a 5 5 board Olivia has already placed two ships
as shown She still has to place a 3 1 Ship so that it
covers exactly three cells No two ships can have a

boundary point in common How many positions are there



















































































































for her 3 1 ship

There are only 2 ways the ship could
be placed horizontally
Vertically it could be placed in any of
the following places

ABC FGH

BCD G HI

A F CDE HIT

B G So the total number of available

µ locations is

D I 21 6 8

E J

In the diagram a 550 p 40 4 350 Find 8














































































































By angle sum of a triangle the blue angle is

180 p 4 180 40 35 1050

By supplementary angles the purple angle is

180 105 750

By angle sum of a triangle the green angle is

180 a 75 105 55 500

By supplementary angles
8 180 so 1300

The perimeter of a trapezium is 5 units and the
length of each of its sides is an integer number of
units What are the two smallest angles of the

trapezium
The only way that 5 can be expressed as a sum

of four positive integers is

5 1 t l t l t 2

The 2 must be one of the parallel sides if














































































































not the shape would look like

so the last side couldn't have
length 2

So the trapezium looks like

2

Hence it is symmetrical the highlighted angles are

equal

Let the small angles be x
I l

s Then cos x If z112 I 42

and so it 600
The two smallest angles are 600 and 600
Carl wrote down several consecutive integers Which of

the following could not be the percentage of odd
numbers among them
A 40 B 45 C 48 D SO E 60

A 407 4g The list 2,3 4 S 6 works

C 481 Yodo Yes The list 2,3 4 26 works

D 1,2 works
C 6070 315 The list 1,2 3 4 5 works

so B is impossible 45 fo in simplified

form In a list with an even number of entries the only














































































































possible percentage is 50

All the 4 digit positive integers with the same

digits as the number 2013 are written in increasing

order What is the largest difference between two

adjacent numbers
1023 The largest difference will occur when the
1032
1203 thousands digit changes
1230 2013 1320 693
1302 3012 2310 702
1320
2013 So the answer is 702
2031
2103
2130
2301
2310
3012
3021
3102
3120
3201
3210
The edges of rectangle PARS are parallel to the
coordinate axes PQRS lies below the x axis and to the
right of the y axis as shown The coordinates of P
Q R's are all integers For each point we calculate the
value

ycoordinate
K coordinate

which of the four points gives the least value














































































































To minimise the value minimise the y coordinate most

negative and minimise the X coordinate least positive this

makes the absolute value as large as possible but remember the

ratio is always negative
y is most negative at P and Q and is least
positive at S and P So the answer is P

In the 6 8 grid shown 24 Cells are not intersected
by either diagonal When the diagonals of a 6 10 grid
are drawn how many cells are not intersected by either
diagonal

A 6 10 grid can be divided into four quadrants of

size 3 5 Each is intersected by 1 line segment
Each time the diagonal crosses a grid line it enters a

new cell In a 3 5 grid it will cross 2 horizontal lines
and 4 horizontal lines plus the cell it starts in to

































































































go From one corner to the other

So in total it intersects

41 2 1 7 cells

So the total number of cells intersected by diagonals

is 7 4 28

Hence the number of remaining cells is 6 10 28 32

John has made a building out of unit cubes

standing on a 4x4 grid The diagram shows the number

of cubes standing on each cell When John looks at
the building from behind what does he see

The pile of 4 would be on his right There is a pile
of 3 next to it In the next space along he would

see past the pile of 2 onto the pile of 3 behind

it So the answer is C
















































































































The diagram shows quadrilateral PQRS drawn on a grid
Each cell of the grid has sides of length 2cm What
is the area of quadrilateral pars

The shaded area is the area of
r a s the rectangle shown minus the

area of the coloured regions
a Area of 12 5 x 2 7
n rectangle

140
a e

Red area 2 2 4
Blue area x 2 1 2 4 8

Green area x 2 1 2 3 6

Purple area 12 12 3 x 2 4 24

Orange area x 2 1 x 2 71 14

So PQRS 140 4 8 G 24 14 84cm

Let 5 be the number of square numbers between 1

and 20136 inclusive Let Q be the number of cubes

in the same range What is the relationship between

S and Q










































We have 20136 2013312 So 5 2013

and 20136 12013213 so Q 2013

Hence 5 2013 Q
Adam chooses a 5 digit positive integer and deletes
one of its digits to form a 4 digit integer The sum
of this 4 digit integer and the original 5 digit
integer is 52713 What is the sum of the digits of

the original S digit integer
He must have deleted the last digit otherwise the
units digit of the result would be an even number

So we have the sum

ABCDE
ABID t

52713
Looking at the ten thousands column A must be
either 4 I carry or 5 to carry
In the thousands column we have

BTA 2 or B 1 Atl 2 mod 10
But A is greater than 2 so there must be a

carry into the ten thousands column Hence A 4
4 BEDE
4 BCD t

52713
Now either 13 4 12 or Bt 4 t I 12

If 1314 12 then 13 8 and there is no carry
From the hundreds column But in the hundreds



column we have Ct 8 7 or 8 1 7 which
is impossible

If 1315 12 then 13 7 and there is a carry from
the hundreds column We have

Ct 7 17 or C 71 1 17
So the only solution is C 9 and there is a

carry from the tens column
In the tens column

9 D 11 or 9 Dtl 11

If 9113 11 then D z and C so this works
If 9117 1 11 then D 1 and we have a carry
From the units column So Et l 13 but this is

impossible So we must have
1 I 1
4 79 2 I
4 7 9 2

52713
Hence ATB C t D t E 4 7 t 9 t 21 1 23
Another method 52713 ABCD Et ABCD

10x ABCD t E t ABCD

Hx ABCD t E

we have 52713 11 4792 1 1 so his original numb



A gardener wants to plant 20 trees along one side
of an avenue He decides to use a mixture of maple
trees and linden trees The number of trees between

any two maple trees must not be equal to 3 What
is the largest number of maple trees that the

gardener can plant
Consider a block of 8 trees It is not possible to
have 3 trees between 2 maple trees so wherever a

maple tree is placed there must be a linden tree 4
Spaces behind and in front of it

In a block of 8 trees there is exactly one tree

four spaces away From every tree So for each

maple tree there must be at least one linden tree
Hence there can be at most 4 out of 8 maple
trees for example MMMM LLLL

We can repeat this block accounting for 16 of the

20 trees in the line

MMMM L L L L MMMM L L LL

Now we have 4 trees remaining We can plant
4 maple trees at the end of the row obtaining
a maximum of 12 maple trees

MMMM L L L L MMMM L L LL MMMM



Andrew and Dean recently took part in a marathon

After they had finished they noticed that Andrew had
Finished ahead of twice as many runners as had finished

ahead of Dean and that Dean had finished ahead of

112 times as many runners as finished ahead of Andrew

Andrew Finished in 21st place How many runners took part
in the marathon
Andrew finished in 21st place so 20 runners finished
ahead of him
So Dean Finished ahead of 20 1.5 30 runners

Let d be the number of runners who Finished ahead
of Dean Then the number of runners who Finished
behind Andrew was 2d

20 A 21 2d

Total number of runners 20 1 t Zd 21t2d

pd p 30

Total number of runners dtl 30 d 31

So 21 t Zd d t 31 D 10

and hence the total number of runners was

dt3l lot 31 41



One of the following nets cannot be folded along the
dashed lines shown to form a cube Which one

Suppose that you took the leftmost part of
net c

and stuck it to the rightmost end as it would
connect if the cube were to be folded

W

This is the resulting shape the triangles clearly do

not match

So the answer is c



Tour cars enter a roundabout at the same time each one

from a different direction as shown Each car drives in a
clockwise direction and leaves the roundabout before making a

complete circuit No two cars leave the roundabout by the same
exit How many different ways are there for the cars to
leave the roundabout

A B Label the roundabouts as shown
The car From A can leave at B C
or D we proceed via casework

Within each case we create Further
cases based on possible exits for

D C the car at B
Aleave satB 3 ways

B leaves at C B leaves at D B leaves at A
C leaves at D C leaves at A C leaves at D
D leaves at A D leaves at C D leaves at C

Aleave satc 3 ways
B leaves at D B leaves at A

B C 7A D
D A D B D 7 B

A atD 3 ways
B leaves at A B leaves at C



c B C A C B
D C D B D 7A

So the total number of different ways is 3 31 3 9

The First Five terms of a sequence are 1 1 I l 1

After the Fifth term every term is equal to the product
of the two preceding terms What is the sum of the

First 2013 terms of the sequence
Write out the First Few terms

A 1
Az I

93 I

am I
as I
96 I
97 I
Aglag1

Note how the pattern repeats in groups of 3 t l 1

ending on term as
We have 2013 3 671 so the First 2013 terms
will have 671 such blocks The sum of each
block is I I I 1

So the sum of the First 2013 terms is

l x 671 671

Ria bakes six raspberry pies one after the other



numbering them 1 to 6 in order with the First

being number 1 Whilst she is doing this her children

occasionally run into the kitchen and eat the hottest

pie Which of the following could not be the order in
which the pies are eaten
A 123456 B 125436 C 325461 D 456231

E 654321

A cook 1 eat 1 cook 2 eat 2 etc

B Cook 1 eat 1 Cook 2 eat 2 Cook 3 4,5 Eat

5,4 3 Cook 6 Eat 6

C Cook 1 2,3 Eat 3,2 Cook 4,5 Eat 5,4 Cook 6

Eat 6 Eat 1

E Cook 1 6 Eat 6 1

So the answer is D



Each of the four vertices and six edges of the tetrahedron

PQRS is marked with one of the numbers 1 2,3 4,5 6,7 8
9 and 11 Each number is used exactly once Each edge is
marked with the sum of the numbers at the two vertices
connected by that edge Edge PQ is marked with the number 9
Which number is used to mark edge Rs

Since I and 2 can't be written as a sum of two

numbers on the list they must both be vertices

So 112 3 is an edge
Since the sum of 11 and any other number is not on

the list It must be on an edge
If 8 were a vertex then 81 2 10 would be an edge
which is impossible So 8 is an edge

Suppose by way of contradiction that 6 is a vertex
Then 611 7 is an edge 4 cannot be a vertex since

41 6 10 would then be an edge so 4 is an edge

Then the only remaining number S must be a vertex

But then 5 1 6 is an edge which is a contradiction

So 6 must be an edge
If 4 and S were both vertices then 6 4 2 51 1



Would be on two different edges which is impossible

4 cannot be an edge since the only way to write it as

a sum is 1 3 hence it must be a vertex
Then 4 1 5 is an edge and the last remaining
number 7 is a vertex
This is possible all configurations are the same by
symmetry

4

6 S

3 I
2

8
7

So Rs 5
Another method let the values at the vertices be p.q.rs
Each vertex is at the end of 3 edges The sum of the

Values on all edges and vertices is It 91 11 56

So
ptqtrts t 3 ptqtrts 56

vertices edges

ptqtrts 14

But we have ptg 9 so rts 14 9 5



A positive integer N is smaller than the sum of its

three greatest divisors excluding N itself Which of the

following statements is true

A All such N are divisible by 4
B All such N are divisible by S
C All such N are divisible by 6
D All such N are divisible by 7
E There is no such N

Claim C is true
Suppose that there exists N satisfying the conditions
but with Gtv
Then N is either a multiple of 2 but not a
multiple of 3 or a multiple of 3 but not a multiple
of 2 or a multiple of neither 3 nor 2

Case 21N 3tN
Then the largest possible divisors are I

We have

Nzt IT Is t Sfo 4

11N L N
20

Case 2tN 31N
Then the largest possible divisors are 1 Is i NI
we have

a Is c Ng t I Is
N



Case 2tN 31N
Then the largest possible divisors are

We have
1st t if s Ng t Est Ng C N

Hence we have a contradiction so if N exists
it must be divisible by 6
An example of such an N is 12

6 4 t 3 13 12

Hence the answer is C


